
AIR SERIES FILM
BY LLUMAR®

While other films employ very dark tinting to achieve similar levels of heat rejection, AIR Series Film’s colour is light enough to 
actually improve the driver’s visibility. Its optical clarity and low reflectivity will not interfere with night driving.

Help protect your car’s interior from fading and cracking due to ultraviolet rays. LLumar® AIR automotive window film creates a 
difference you can feel with a film you can barely see.

Even adding LLumar® AIR automotive windscreen film  to privacy glass can help significantly improve solar performance by 
50% and helps block more than 99% of Harmful UV rays. While LLumar® AIR is best suited for applications to windscreens and 
panoramic sunroofs, LLumar® AIR 65 is also available as a safety film for side windows. Paired with LLumar® Smash & Grab 
film, you will have complete UV protection that creates a safer, more comfortable car ride every time.

A COOLER INTERIOR
STARTS WITH YOUR WINDSCREEN

SUNBLOCK FOR YOUR DASH
AND THE PEOPLE INSIDE
The sun’s visible and infrared (IR) rays can cause the temperature 
inside your car to become unbearably hot, but more importantly, 
harmful ultraviolet (UV) rays can also cause irreversible damage to 
vehicle interiors and human skin. LLumar® AIR automotive window 
film protects against harmful UV rays that penetrate ordinary 
windscreen glass including factory installed privacy glass.

QUALITY YOU CAN COUNT ON
Proudly made in the U.S.A., high-performance LLumar® brand 
window films help protect and improve homes, businesses, and 
vehicles worldwide.
Manufactured by a subsidiary of Eastman Chemical Company, 
LLumar® products are recognised for their outstanding 
appearance and durability.
Professionally installed, with a reputation for quality and 
innovation, LLumar has become the NUMBER 1 window film 
brand in South Africa.

AIR 80
HEAT REJECTED 43%

AIR film allows visible light in  
while blocking solar heat  

and harmful UV rays.
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